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Business Context

Hardcastle Restaurants Pvt. Ltd. (HRPL) has a Master Franchisee relationship with 
McDonald’s Corporation USA and has rights to own & operate McDonald’s restaurants in 
India’s west and south markets since its inception in 1995. As of Jun 2016, HRPL operates 
McDonald’s through 242 restaurants across 30 cities and 8 states in West and South India.

The company started in 1995 with a long term view of the largely vegetarian price conscious 
Indian market, built up local cold storage, transportation systems, fabrication and 
equipment, and created India specific products and pricing. After starting to make profits in 
2009, the company decided to invest in growth with a target of opening over 40 stores per 
year till 2019. 

However, the rapid expansion admist the Indian economic slowdown attracted its own set of 
challenges. Like-to-like store revenue growth was getting hit, and profitability and cash flow 
became concern areas. With increasing competition in the quick service restaurant space, 
people down the line needed to take up ownership for both topline and bottomline. The 
company wanted its operations managers, who were responsibility for groups of 20 - 25 
restaurants each, to move from an operations role to a business manager role.

Using our REI methodology, enParadigm designed an intervention for the operations 
managers and their counterparts in support functions, to help drive the desired objective.
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Identified Needs

Ownership and business leadership: Operations managers need 
to grow out of the “ops consultant mind-set” to develop a holistic 
business perspective and take ownership for sales and profits

Cross-functional collaboration: They needed a clear 
understanding of cross-functional dependencies, and the ability to 
look each decision from multiple viewpoints

Right data, right decisions: They needed to analyse data, identify 
trends and draw insights to make better quality decisions

Longer-term planning: They needed to look at their allotted 
regions a year ahead, to understand and drive changes in the 
local market that would make an impact on footfalls
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Intervention Objectives

Positioning and customer centricity: Inculcating a customer-
centric mindset, acute awareness of the market and optimal 
positioning of the brand’s offerings

Strategic orientation: Tools and framework to formulate 
business strategy, use market understanding to win over 
competition, and gain market share sustainably.

Financial Acumen: Tools and frameworks to track the P&L and 
cash flow impact of business decisions, and drive profitability at 
store level

Cross-functional decision making: Tools to ensure decisions 
were aligned with business goals and took into consideration 
concerns across functions, 
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Post 6 Month Impact Analysis
Where The Needle Moved

5/13 participants enhanced 
planning & decision making

7/13 participants improved 
financial acumen

4/13 participants drove cross-
functional collaboration 

*Based on our impact analysis conversation with 13 out of 21 participants and their reporting managers
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6 Month Implementation Outcomes
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“We have defined our funds according to different segments and strategic locations. We have targeted the 
youth and have been distributing discount cards to college students as a part of attracting customers. We 
have put up hoardings on highways, etc. to increase sales and increase medium of communication for 
promotional purposes. Sales growth in the third quarter was 15%. However, in the last quarter, it was 26%. 
We are focusing on creating a unique consumer experience and consumer engagement. It is easier for our 
competitors to copy the food menu but not a unique experience. We have trained our staff for the same. 
For example, playing 1 minute games with consumers in the dining area, providing a burger cake on a 
consumer's birthday or anniversary, provision of restaurant tours to them. They are even taken to the 
kitchen area to educate them about our production process. The workshop was very good. Even the post-
workshop modules were very good.”

Aditya Pokhariya
Manager – Operations, Gujarat

“Yes, there have been lots of positive signs in Aditya. He's working towards improving the brand, the 
customer connects initiatives and also he is doing ATL activities like media, press etc. I agreed with what 
Aditya has given as his feedback related to sales improvement, and I am really happy the way Aditya is 
focusing on his work.”

Aditya Kharwa 
Regional Director - ROW, 
Aditya Pokhariya’s Reporting manager

“
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“We have started spending more time in planning and analysing the past data and this helps us forecast 
better and give the right numbers to the sales team. I have also setup a matrix / monitoring system for 
myself, it helps me to be updated with what’s going on in the organisation and helps me prioritize things 
accordingly. Since I am updated, I am able to plan better. There is overall good improvement in the sales 
and the timely feedback and on-time evaluation is being done regularly. 

Abbas Raza
Manager - Operations

“

I have a monthly dashboard and I try to put a part of my time into different roles. This has given me an overall 
perspective of what the business looks like. I have also been able to identify a few processes that are not relevant 
to my role and stopped them from my end. This has resulted in better utilization of my labour hours. From a 
business point of view, I have been able to scale up my results and control the budget as well. With regard to the 
cross-functional collaboration aspect, I am yet to explore more and the people I tend to meet are new. To develop 
that rapport and trust, it will take a little time and I am working on this aspect as well.

Gaurav Kalra
DM - Training
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“Analysing the P&L, reviewing it & doing weekly updates with my team on controllables have helped to 
show data on controllable costs this year. Benchmarking similar stores have helped me push the bottom 
performing stores to improve on controllable line items. The projections for the quarter for sales & GCS 
was done in advance by patch managers and was reviewed on a fortnightly basis to optimize on ordering 
& scheduling process.

To showcase the uniqueness of the brand, we have been conducting one Ronald show every month in the 
region. The number of birthday parties in the region has increased from 270 in Q3, to 402 in Q4, to 548 in 
Q1 of this financial year."

Nehal Wadikar
Manager – Operations, Mumbai

“I can definitely see some improvement in Nehal with respect to the P&L and projections. I have not seen 
the difference related to uniqueness as he has just started to focus on this point. I am looking forward to 
the results in the next few months.”

Aditya Kharwa 
Regional Director - ROW, 
Nehal Wadikar’s Reporting manager

“
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Companies like yours
Discover more companies like yours, who have succeeded with enParadigm. We have helped these firms 

change mind-sets, develop critical competencies, and drive tangible business results.

Infosys BPO helped 
its managers 

mature as trusted 
customer advisors

Häfele built 
business acumen 

and cross-functional 
collaboration

Chola MS General 
Insurance prepared 
its high-potentials 
for the next level

We partner with businesses to bridge performance gaps within the leadership team or 

below. Using R-E-I as a methodology and customized simulations as tools, we help you 

drive valuable and actionable insights, and enable your team to create measurable impact.
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